Lead Software Engineer (m/w)
What about using your technical expertise to develop innovative solutions helping to save lives? Take the driver
seat and lead a team to develop and implement new ideas.

About our company
Sitasys has multiple decades of experience in the field of secure alarm transmission, and our technologies are
used to transmit the majority of alarms in Switzerland. Engaging help as a fast a possible in case of an
emergency is our vision. Partners and competitors recognize us as out-of-the-box thinkers challenging the status
quo and revolutionizing our industry.


We work with the latest technology to develop new security solutions



Flexibility is key: We embrace remote work and have no prescribed presence time

Your position
We are looking for a full-time software engineer leading a cross-functional team of fellow engineers onsite and
remote.
Responsibilities:


Develop new highly available services used for alarm transmission



Provide suggested architecture and design to the team



Take ownership for the operational readiness of the services and work closely with our on-call team



Analyze market needs and guide the development accordingly



Mentor and coach your teammates

Highly desired skills:


Five years experience in developing software which of at least the latest two years with Java or Kotlin



Skilled in web development using Angular



Already developed and maintained applications running in the cloud



Practical know-how with container technologies

Nice to have skills:


Proven record with microservices-based architectures



Experience running service in AWS

Why should you apply?


Give your job meaning by increasing safety for people



Use our flexible working conditions to unleash your full potential in corporate as well as private life



Work in an ambitious team transforming a whole industry sector

To apply:
Sounds interesting? If so we'd love to get to know you. Please send your resume to
roman.scheidegger@sitasys.com
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